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1. A CUCM end user with Extension Mobility is associated with an 8851 phone and 8851 device profile. However, the user logs into a Cisco 8941, which device profile will be used?
   A. 8941 default device profile  
   B. 8851 default device profile  
   C. the 8851 device profile  
   D. universal device profile  
   **Answer:** D

2. Which Cisco Unified Mobility setting enables or disables an incoming call to ring the desk phone and the remote destination at the same time?
   A. Mobility Profile  
   B. Answer Too Soon timer  
   C. Remote Destination Profile  
   D. Enable Mobile Connect  
   **Answer:** D

3. Which method is recommended to implement high availability when configuring the Extension Mobility phone service?
   A. unique phone service for each Cisco Unified Communications Manager server  
   B. automatically handled by Cisco Unified Communications Manager  
   C. server load balancer virtual IP  
   D. DNS A record with multiple IPs listed  
   **Answer:** C

4. In Cisco Unified Communications Manager region configuration, you have “Maximum Audio Bit Rate” set to 256 kbps between region A and region B. Which description is true?
   A. If the total bandwidth for all calls between region A and B goes beyond 256 kbps, Cisco Unified Communications Manager starts to drop calls.  
   B. A single call between region A and B uses bandwidth of exactly 256 kbps.  
   C. The total bandwidth for all calls between region A and B uses up to 256 kbps.  
   D. A single call between region A and B uses bandwidth of up to 256 kbps.  
   **Answer:** D

5. Which is best practice on where to mark the packet when a Cisco IP phone is connected to Cisco Switch?
   A. access layer switch  
   B. branch router  
   C. Cisco IP phone  
   D. core layer switch  
   **Answer:** A